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Improving health of individuals who consume too many or

too few calories or inadequate levels of micro- and

macronutrients remains a major challenge for today’s

world. Providing fresh and healthy manufactured foods in a

sustainable manner for future generations is predicted to

become more difficult because the earth’s population is

expanding and aging, chronic diseases are surging due to

obesity, and local and global environments are changing at

accelerating rates. Nutrition research needs to play a major

role in providing evidence-based recommendations to

policy makers, the agricultural community, and the general

public to meet the challenges expected in the coming

decades.

The nutrition research community has contributed sig-

nificantly to the virtual elimination of single-nutrient

deficiencies that cause, for example, beriberi, rickets, pel-

lagra, and scurvy. The success of these interventions con-

tributed to the belief that single or a few micronutrients

might alleviate or eliminate growth and cognitive impair-

ments or prevent the development of other chronic condi-

tions such as obesity and diabetes. In addition, many

nutrition studies have too few participants, measured and

analyzed a limited sets of molecular readouts and

phenotypic endpoints, lacked genetic analysis, and were

geographically specific with insufficient analysis of envi-

ronmental factors that may influence physiology. Typi-

cally, studies were conducted independently of other

interventions with different designs or endpoints, hamper-

ing generation of knowledge for improving or maintaining

health across different genetic or cultural populations and

for consumers and patients as individuals. Witness the

epidemic in diabetes, obesity, and other lifestyle-related

diseases while almost 1 billion people lack quality nutrition

for reaching their full physical and cognitive development.

The limitations of 20th century nutrition research were

recognized and publicized in the early 2000s (Kaput et al.

2005). The decade of nutrition research since has seen the

development and use of high-throughput phenotyping

methods, improved study designs, and the integration of

genomic data. These advances now allow a means to

unravel food-health interactions at multiple levels of bio-

logical complexity as well as the ability to design nutri-

tional strategies to maintain health and delay or prevent

onset of lifestyle diseases. The result of these developments

led to refinements in thinking and strategies best summa-

rized as systems nutrition (van Ommen 2004; Kaput et al.

2014). This Topical Collection is another touchstone in the

development of concepts and applications of this new

research strategy to nutrition and health research. The

editors and publisher (Springer) of Genes and Nutrition

decided to focus on this topic as a result of three related

events: (i) a series of workshops on essential nutrients (see

Kaput et al. 2014) including the 4th on systems analysis of

genetic data that was held in September 2014 at the

Microsoft Research—University of Trento Institute for

Computation and Systems Biology (COSBI.eu), (ii) the

Bill and Melinda Gates Grand Challenge Meeting (Beijing,

October 2015) whose focus is on nutrition, which partnered
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with (iii) the first Keystone Symposium that focuses on

Human Nutrition, Environment and Health (Beijing,

October 2015). The combination of this topical collection

and meetings hosted by groups beyond the nutrition com-

munity herald the recognition that systems nutrition and

health research is an established discipline in the scientific

community.

The Systems Nutrition Topical Collection highlights

reviews, examples of systems nutrition research, and

expansion of systems analysis from within-body measure-

ments to the entire nutrient chain from soil to fork (http://

tinyurl.com/onosror).

• Systems nutrition research inherently acknowledges

that the environment influences the biological system.

Measuring environmental variables has generally been

limited to diet and occasionally selected other lifestyle

variables such as activity. Nutritional quality is greatly

influenced by soils and climates where food is grown

and how and where it is transported and stored. Food

accessibility and price also differentially affect nutrient

intake across the socioeconomic spectrum. In addition,

the food production system is now global, and each of

these factors separately and interactively influences our

local food environment. The growing awareness that

climate change and population growth is already

challenging our ability to produce enough nutritious

foods now and over the next decades has uncovered the

need to connect basic nutrition research to the web of

the food supply system (Kaput et al. 2015).

• The conceptual and methodological framework of

systems nutrition is reviewed in relation to micronutri-

ent requirements for different genetic backgrounds

(Monteiro et al. 2015). The limited translatability of

population-level data to individuals emphasizes the

importance of experimental designs focusing on n-of-1

as a complement to the typical case/control experi-

mental designs. Different responses to micro- and

macro-nutrients result from the interactions of individ-

ual genetic makeups being influenced differently by the

environment—individuals may, and usually do,

respond differently to the same nutritional intervention.

• Systems thinking and approaches must be applied to the

continuum of health to disease. Zhao et al. describe the

applications of omics integration to type 2 diabetes

research (Zhao et al. 2015). Chemicals in the diet alter

transcriptomic, proteomic, metabolomic, epigenetic,

and microbial profiles as has been shown in human

and animal studies. The key challenge of systems

approaches is the integration of the data to produce

actionable results for both healthy and diseased

individuals.

• Biological processes are dynamic and therefore the

underlying networks change depending on input into

the system. Derous et al. employed network-based

modeling as a powerful platform for integration and

mining of data and knowledge to comprehensively

characterize adaptation of mouse white adipose tissue

to high-fat diet, spanning from global aspects to

mechanistic details (Derous et al. 2015). A three-

layered interaction network model comprising enriched

biological processes was built and functionally ana-

lyzed, linked to transcriptional regulators within the

network, and the network was associated with changes

in physiological parameters. The resulting knowledge

base provided novel mechanistic insights in appetite

control, high fat-induced pathology, and clues to an

intervention strategy to effectively deal with excess

dietary fat.

• Although the concept of systems network analysis is

still emerging, existing data sets in the public domain

can be exploited to generate new insights and results.

Kutmon et al. uses a publicly available data set of

changes in transcript and microRNA abundances in

prostate cancer cells treated with 1,25-dihydroxyvita-

min D3 (Kutmon et al. 2015). PathVisio and Cytoscape

network tools identified cell cycle and cancer-specific

pathways altered by this vitamin.

• In 1948, the WHO defined health as a condition of

complete physical, mental, and social well-being and

not the mere absence of disease. This definition framed

nutritional and biomedical research toward an

unachievable goal of perfection across all life stages.

A newer, more nuanced definition was proposed in

2011: health is the ability to physical, cognitively, and

socially adapt to continuing changes in the environment

(Huber et al. 2011), a concept that was extended to

metabolic flexibility (van Ommen et al. 2014). Stroeve

et al. describe the concepts of metabolic flexibility and

the different experimental nutritional approaches that

are used to challenge homeostasis (Stroeve et al. 2015).

The majority of these challenges are acute challenges of

carbohydrate, protein, or lipid loads that elicit a strong

metabolic response in the hours after ingestion. The

responses of different biological processes to such

macronutrient loads are monitored at the level of

specific metabolites, proteins, and other circulating

molecules. Individuals differ in how they respond to

these metabolic challenges (Krug et al. 2012). These

new approaches are crucial to the development of

nutrition knowledge, but also new combinations of

foods that may emerge as the human population faces

changes in the food system caused by climate change

and population growth.
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• This systems nutrition topical collection is a rolling

publication—we will be adding solicited and unso-

licited contributions for electronic publication over the

next 2 years. Our goal is to stimulate research in

systems nutrition and its translatability to improve

personal and public health.

The published systems nutrition (and more so, systems

biology) studies identified key gaps to improve translata-

bility of the results: (i) the challenge of integrating dif-

ferent data types in computational models, and (ii) the

necessity of capturing a wider range of quantitative mea-

sures of environment and physiology that alter health or

disease processes, even if these data are not directly used in

analyses (metadata or context information), and (iii)

effective integration of data and metadata with prior

knowledge of health-relevant interactions to facilitate

interpretation, novel discovery, hypothesis generation, and

validation of results (Kaput et al. 2014; Kelder et al. 2015).

Physiological processes will be influenced, directly or

indirectly, by access to healthcare and other social systems,

sanitation, and clean water, by the change of nutritional

quality of food from soil to table, and by food availability

and cost. That is, the context of the individual’s setting is

crucial for interpreting experimental results of nutritional

(and other) interventions. Quantitative assessments of these

factors have not been adequately captured in current

experimental designs or accounted for in data analyses.

Nutrition research requires a more complete description of

environmental and experimental variables for more com-

prehensive interpretation of complex, high-dimensional

data. Optimal nutrition is required to reach peak physical

and cognitive development and performance, and cannot be

achieved by addition of single micronutrients to poor

quality diets. Hence, the next step in improving personal

and public health, by nutrition and lifestyle, is to under-

stand the interactions between the essential nutrients and

how these interactions are affected by human and microbial

(epi) genetic diversity. In doing so, appropriate metabolic

improvements and optimization can be achieved across all

organ systems (Ames 2003), that is, a holistic rather than

symptom centered approach to health. Ideally, this new

knowledge will be available to individuals but realistically,

food and lifestyle recommendations will first be targeted to

groups of individuals with similar metabolic needs and

response.

We also suggest that a key element of systems nutrition

research is the ability to aggregate data from diverse

regions and populations throughout the world since genetic

makeup alters response to food and drugs. Expanding

nutrition and health research capabilities in the global

community is especially important as climate change alters

local environmental conditions that influence food and

agricultural production. A necessary step toward this goal

will be to build research capacity and infrastructure in low-

and middle-income countries (LMIC) to enhance devel-

opment of translational research programs (McCabe-Sell-

ers et al. 2008) for more rapid implementation and

application of knowledge. In most cases, building such

capability, capacity, and infrastructure requires the

involvement of local governments and agencies, a process

consistent not only with the goal of knowledge and tech-

nology transfer from North to South (Seguin et al. 2008),

but also the stimulation of economic development through

research activities [see www.cohred.org and (Tindana et al.

2007; Singh and Daar 2008)]. The Human Variome Pro-

ject, which seeks to understand the genetic basis of human

disease (Oetting 2007; Kaput et al. 2009; Cotton and

Macrae 2010), has initiated these types of capacity building

projects by establishing strategies to collect data from

clinics and research laboratories in LMIC (Al Aama et al.

2011).

The Human Nutrition, Environment and Health confer-

ence is another step in developing a global community for

systems nutrition research. The Keystone Symposium, the

BMGF, and the U.S. NIH contributed financial resources to

include researchers from LMIC to speak at or participate in

the conference. A pre-conference workshop provided

additional information on the concepts, terminology, and

strategies of network biology to attendees from these

countries. These efforts to include researchers from around

the world in this new science build on previous systems

nutrition conferences and workshops (e.g., Kaput et al.

2014) supported by the Nestle Institute of Health Sciences

(nestleinstitutehealthsciences.com), NuGO (NUGO.org),

COSBI (COSBI.eu), Wageningen University through its

graduate school VLAG (vlaggraduateschool.nl), DSM

(DSM.com), and the BMGF (gatesfoundation.org).

Systems-level thinking and high-throughput omics

methods have emerged over the past decade and are now at

an actionable stage. Curated databases are being developed

in the nutrition field (van Ommen et al. 2010) and com-

putational methods are maturing to approach multi-level,

multi-source data integration and analysis, including

dynamics. Novel standards for data capturing and sharing

are being set: generated data and relations need to be

documented as traceable, transparent, annotated and

accessible resources, ideally in a computer readable format

ready for efficient mining and cross-validation by the

broader scientific community. The health benefits of an

enhanced understanding of the effects of both nutritional

deprivation and supplementation, at a systems level, will

contribute to improved outcomes such as prevention of

stunting, improved growth and physical development,

reduced susceptibility to infectious diseases, improved
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capacity to recover from infections, and improved cogni-

tive development.
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